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Probus meeting on Zoom 
January 6, 2021. 
 
Welcome from the president Sheron Ward. Happy new year to all. Today's speaker was chosen from a 
list of speakers from Probus Canada and the topic will be Artificial Intelligence. 
 
Sheron participated on Zoom in a meet and greet with other club presidents. Those clubs that are having 
meetings on Zoom are having similar membership participation. About 1/3 of members attend the Zoom 
meeting. Some clubs are on hiatus during the pandemic.  
The idea of having break out rooms was presented. We will try this at our executive meeting and 
implement it at our next club meeting for both before and after the formal proceedings. 
Anyone who has other ideas is invited to share these. 
 
 
Updates 
 
Finances: Donald Bell said that there is only 1 member whose dues are still outstanding. All others have 
paid for this year. 
 
Membership: John Roberts informed us that there are presently 130 members with 1 person on the 
waiting list. Welcome to new members: Don and Elaine Dolinar 
                                                                         Louise and Mario Sylvestre 
 
Birthdays: no one admitted to a January birthdate. 
 
Social Convener: this important position is still vacant. Please consider putting your name forward for 
this position.  
 
Technology group: John Roberts reported that this group is not meeting. 
 
Outdoor group: Barb Roberts reported that the group is not meeting on the advice of the Health Unit 
because of the limitation on outdoor gathering. 
 
Walking group is also not meeting because of the lockdown. 
 
Book club: Helen Sweig is organizing a zoom meeting for Jan.12 and will continue to meet the second 
Tuesday of the month. 
 
Choir: Belle Kizell will be sending out new music and Zoom meetings will begin next Wednesday. 
 
Program: Dick Tafel presented the lineup for the next few months. 
February: Darlene Tripp will speak about estate planning. 
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March: Dave Dale is a journalist who will speak about journalism in this time of the changes in that field. 
 
Dick presented some humorous stories. This was followed by group chat. 
 
Dick Tafel introduced the speaker for the topic of Artificial Intelligence. Dr. David Chandross is a 
researcher and designer in the field of gamification and mixed reality in professional education. He is on 
the faculty of Ryerson University and has many high profile clients including the United Nations Food 
Program that won the Nobel peace prize 2020, and the World Health Organization. 
 
Dr. Chandross described himself as a school dropout at age 15 who participated in a variety of 
unconventional learning opportunities that rejected society. He became more hopeful with the 
leadership of Pierre Trudeau and the publication of books like Marshal McLuhan's "The Medium is the 
Massage" and Alvin Toffler's  "Future Shock". He became interested in the question of "what am I?" and 
"what is it to think and exist?". 
 
He pointed out that we have no say in our future. The example of the internet was used. We didn't ask 
for it but we can not get away from it now. 
 
Several philosophical views of life were briefly discussed. With technology things can go unexpectedly 
wrong. This pandemic spread around the world because of technology and we are hopeful that the 
development of a vaccine through technology will save us. 
 
There are predictions of a future where we will be fused with technology. Humans have synthetic 
implants. Hearts can last 200 years. 
 
Hanson Robotics has developed a robot that seems very human. Sophia was introduced to us on video 
interview with Tony Robbins. Her name means 'wisdom' and her purpose is to help humans to have a 
better quality of life. She is the world's first robot citizen ( of Saudi Arabia)  and the United Nations 
Development Program's first Innovation Champion, the first non human to be given a UN title. 
 
Computers are a reflection of us. How then does the robot make decisions? How do we make decisions? 
Human decision making is affected by emotion while the AI is completely rational. Human brains have 
neuronal cells that combine to make ganglia. Fragments of thought and behaviour are reassembled or 
recalled to help make decisions.  
 
A.I. have neural networks that 'remember' from past experience. They are faster than the human brain, 
consistent and more precise but lacking in creativity. They can multitask better than humans but can't 
handle emergencies. And they are costly. 
 
Sophia was asked if a robot has a soul and about ethical values. A robot will do exactly what it is asked to 
do which may not actually be what is wanted. People need to learn to use technology and not be used 
by it. 
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Question and Answer period followed. 
 
Thank you from Sheron. Thank you from Dick and virtual pen presentation.  
 
The next meeting will be the first Wednesday of February. 
Meeting adjourned. 


